
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

European Christian Environmental Network (ECEN) will organise its 10th Assembly on 27 

September – 1 October 2014 in Balatonszárszó (Hungary). 

Are you interested to join this conference and represent there EYCE and the voices of youth? 

The theme of the Assembly will be ‘Energy and Climate Change – the Churches’ Role and 

Voice.’ The aim of the Assembly is to offer a space for a discussion of recent developments in 

climate change, in energy & ethics, and to strengthen Churches’ engagement and cooperation 

in responding to these concerns. 

The Assembly will start on Saturday, 27 September (arrival day) in the late afternoon and 

end on Tuesday, 30 September. Departure day is Wednesday 1 October 2014. The board and 

lodging for the youth participants will be fully covered. A partial contribution towards the 

travel costs will be also available, the concrete amount to be discussed, depending on actual 

costs. 

If you would like represent EYCE in this conference, please contact us at 

benjamin.mlynek@eyce.org by 1st September the latest. 

To help us to get to know your capacity, please answer the following questions: 

1. Why are you interested in the field of ecology? Have you been active in this field? 

2. Please let us know your name, age, gender, denomination. Do you have a link to any 

of EYCE member organisations? 

European Christian Environmental Network is closely linked with the Conference of European Churches and 

provides a Europe-wide platform for a cooperation of Churches in responding to challenges in taking care for 

creation. Through its activities the Conference of European Churches demonstrates its engagement in this 

particular thematic work. www.ecen.org  

The Ecumenical Youth Council in Europe is a Christian platform of youth organisations for young people to meet 

and share; to pray and celebrate; to learn, lead and act. As a diverse community united in Christ, we are driven 

by the passion to empower and encourage equal participation in order to transform Europe. EYCE focuses on 

rising awareness, education and advocacy in the fields of ecology, economic justice, peacebuilding, human rights, 

interreligious dialogue and youth leadership. www.eyce.org  
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